, "Depth-resolved mapping of muscular bundles in myocardium pulmonary junction using optical coherence tomography," J. Biomed. Opt. 23 (7) Abstract. Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia and has high patient morbidity. One of the root causes of AF is initiating triggers from atrial myocardium extending into the pulmonary veins. Visualizing the muscular bundles of myocardial extension is essential to guide the catheter radio-frequency ablation and confirm the curative tissue necrosis thereafter. We applied optical coherence tomography (OCT) for direct visualization of cardial muscle extension in myocardium pulmonary junction. Two perspectives (cross-sectional and en face images) are presented for imaging myocardial extensions. The results demonstrated that cross-sectional images can quickly locate the myocardium pulmonary junction. And en face images provide depth-resolved arrangement information of muscular bundles in the myocardium pulmonary junction. The results indicated that OCT could potentially be used to guide catheter radio-frequency ablation for treatment of AF.
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Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia, particularly in the older population, and is associated with a high patient morbidity and health care costs. 1 One of the root causes of AF is initiating triggers from atrial myocardium extending into the pulmonary veins (PV). The histological studies have shown that most of the focal triggers are located in the extensions of the left atrial myocardium (myocardial sleeves) into the proximal PVs. 2 Currently, the locations of the myocardial sleeves at the PV ostia are identified indirectly using local electrical signals, and then radio-frequency ablating (RFA) is applied at the corresponding recording electrodes in the PVs. 3 However, the recurrence rates of 50% or more are reported in longer-term follow-up evaluations as the muscular bundles progressively reconnect with the rest of the left atrial myocardium. Thus, there must be a thorough understanding of the anatomic structures in the myocardium pulmonary junction to carry out RFA.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and polarization-sensitive OCT have been applied for imaging myofiber arrangement in heart muscles. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Since the orientation of myofiber tracts plays a central role in the function of the heart, a number of approaches have been reported to quantify the average fiber direction, such as ones based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) 5 and edge detection. 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] Recently, a weight orientation vector summation algorithm was presented for estimating fiber orientation at each pixel within a grayscale image to improve the accuracy of fiber orientation, assuming myofiber fills the entire image. [10] [11] [12] Since muscular bundles are covered by fibrous tissues in myocardium pulmonary junction, in this study, we pay more attention to the extension of muscular bundles rather than the myofiber orientation. The goal of this study is using highresolution OCT image to understand the extension of muscular bundles in myocardium pulmonary junction. In this work, crosssectional and en face OCT images are used for locating and quantifying the extension of muscular bundles in myocardium pulmonary junction, respectively.
Materials and Methods

Optical Coherence Tomography Image Acquisition
Sheep hearts and adjacent lungs were procured from freshly slaughtered animals. The left and right PVs were opened with a longitudinal incision to visually identify the transition point of the myocardium to PV. We recruited eight samples in total from two different animals. Sheep myocardial sleeves were then imaged ex vivo by a high-speed, high-resolution swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) system. The details of the SS-OCT system have been previously described. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Briefly, the light source was a swept-source laser with 100-nm bandwidth centered at 1310 nm, which yielded an axial resolution of ∼10 μm in tissue. The lateral resolution was ∼15 μm.
The imaging acquisition rate was 16 kHz (30 frames per second).
Cross-Sectional OCT Image Processing
Cross-sectional OCT images ½∼8.0 mm ðzÞ × 4.2 mm ðxÞ of the extended muscular bundles were first filtered by a twodimensional (2-D) median filter with a window size of 5 × 5 to reduce the OCT speckle noise and then segmented by the Otsu's threshold for locating the muscular bundles in myocardium pulmonary junction, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Algorithm for Quantification of Muscular Bundles in En Face OCT Images
The en face OCT images of muscular bundles in regions of interest (ROIs) were chosen for quantitative analysis. Figure 1 shows the overall flowchart of extracting depth-resolved quantitative information of muscular bundles. We used Otsu's threshold 18 to generate the binary images and segment the muscular bundles, and then the negation operation was performed on binary images to visualize the muscular bundles. The binary image of muscular bundles was filtered by morphological open-close operation for reducing noise and keeping the shape 19 The muscular bundles in the image were then shrunk to a center line based on the thinning algorithm, 20 and finally, the processed image became a skeletonized image.
The size of the muscular bundle can be quantified by the parameter of the radius. The local distance for every pixel (s) on the skeleton was defined to be the minimal distance between the skeleton and pixel b on the boundary set (B) in the binary image as shown in Fig. 2 E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 9 7 DðbÞ ¼ min dist:ðs; bÞ
The local radius was defined to be the maximal distance D E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 3 5
Thus, we could obtain the spatial-resolved radius of muscular bundles at the different depths, and statistical analysis of the spatial-resolved radius was used for quantifying the feature of the muscular bundles.
Statistical Analysis
The radius is used to indicate the morphology of muscular bundles. Experimental data are shown as mean and standard deviation (X AE SD). A two-sample t-test with unequal means was completed to determine whether the difference is significant in the statistical parameters between any two sample groups. Differences were considered to be statistically significant when p < 0.05.
Results
Distinguishing the Extensions of Myocardium from Cross-Sectional OCT Image
The transition of atrial myocardium to PV in myocardium pulmonary junction can be distinguished by the color change from brown to white in the inset of Fig. 3(d) indicates that PV has a homogeneous tissue structure. Figure 3 (c) demonstrates that the myocardium exhibits a distinctive large dark structure. The wall of the myocardium contains a thin endothelium, and the myocardium in Fig. 1 Flowchart of extracting quantitative information of muscular bundle. Fig. 2 The distance between the boundary and skeleton. "b" is in the boundary and "s" is in the skeleton.
Journal of Biomedical Optics 076004-2 July 2018 • Vol. 23 (7) myocardium pulmonary junction is made up of smooth muscle and a thick outer fibrous tissue as indicated in Fig. 3(c) . The muscular bundles show lower light scattering than that of PV, which is consistent with the findings of scattering coefficients of endocardium 21 and vein. 22 Figure 3(f) demonstrates that the endothelium and the outer fibrous tissue are separated by the myocardium in the myocardium PV. Figures 3(b) and 3(e) are the areas of combined myocardium with PV, and it can be observed that the extension of muscular bundle is segmented by fibrous tissue as shown in Fig. 3(h) . The muscular bundle exhibits a distinctive large dark structure with lower light scattering as compared to adjacent fibrous tissue from PV that has higher light scattering and more homogeneous tissue structure. Thus, based on the scattering features of the myocardium and fibrous tissue, the cross-sectional binary images could estimate the extensions of muscular bundles in the PV.
Morphology of Muscular Bundles of Myocardium Pulmonary Junction at Different Depths
To obtain depth-resolved structure of the junctions, threedimensional OCT data were flattened and required to generate en face images ½∼5.4 mm ðyÞ × 2.7 mm ðxÞ at different depths. Figures 4(a)-4 (c) demonstrate that the myocardium content gradually decreases, while the fibrous tissues become more prominent in PV regions, from left to right. They also show various morphologies of muscular bundles at different depths of Journal of Biomedical Optics 076004-3 July 2018 • Vol. 23 (7) myocardium pulmonary junction from the en face OCT images. Since the wall of the myocardium contains a thin endothelium at the superficial layer, the muscular bundles were separated by the endothelium from the histological viewpoint as shown in Fig. 4(d) . With increasing depth in the range from ∼80 to ∼420 μm, the muscular bundles become much tighter with smaller separations between them [ Fig. 4(e) ]. In the en face OCT image as shown in Fig. 4(a) , the region of the myocardium could be seen, while the muscular bundles become more blurry as the depth increases [ Fig. 4(b) ]. For deeper tissue in the range from 420 to 820 μm, the muscular bundles could be detected again as shown in Fig. 4(c) , since the connective tissue deposition increases between muscular bundles at the deeper regions [ Fig. 4(f) ]. These phenomena are consistent with median radius distributions in Fig. 6(a) , which demonstrated that there are obviously three layers. Thus, the myocardium pulmonary junction can be typically divided into three distinct layers based on the structure changes of muscular bundles at different depths. Figure 6 (a) demonstrates the mean and median of the spatially resolved radius in the ROIs at different depths of myocardium pulmonary junction. The fluctuation of the median radius is smaller than the mean radius. Figure 6 (c) demonstrates that the median value could better quantify the size of the muscular bundle than the mean value [ Fig. 6(b) ], since the smaller radius of speckle noise brought the averaged radius of all three cases to a similar level. On the other hand, the muscular bundles could be segmented from the en face OCT image in the superficial layer 
Discussions and Conclusions
In this work, we investigated the atrial myocardium extension into the PVs and the depth-resolved muscular bundles distribution in myocardium pulmonary junction using OCT. Histology remains the gold standard for investigating the microscopic structures of biological tissues. However, histological assessment is time-consuming and can only image a limited area of the fixed tissue. Although we cannot characterize the orientation of fiber bundles, the cross-sectional OCT binary images and depth-resolved en face OCT images were applied for recognizing the myocardial extensions and analyzing the muscular bundles, respectively. Depth-resolved radius of muscular bundles at the junction was also extracted for quantification of muscular bundles at different depths. The median radius of muscular bundles can be used to distinguish the typical three layers in myocardium pulmonary junction. The fiberbased SS-OCT is easily integrated into a catheter, which can potentially provide guidance information for radio-frequency ablation in AF treatment. The results demonstrate that based on image intensity, the cross-sectional binary images can distinguish the PV, myocardium, and myocardium pulmonary junction. It can also quickly estimate the extensions of the muscular bundle in the PV.
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